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QUESTION 1

A Developer has implemented a Lambda function that needs to add new customers to an RDS database that is
expected to run hundreds of times per hour. The Lambda function is configured to use 512MB of RAM and is based on
the following pseudo code: 

After testing the Lambda function, the Developer notices that the Lambda execution time is much longer than expected.
What should the Developer do to improve performance? 

A. Increase the amount of RAM allocated to the Lambda function, which will increase the number of threads the Lambda
can use. 

B. Increase the size of the RDS database to allow for an increased number of database connections each hour. 

C. Move the database connection and close statement out of the handler. Place the connection in the global space. 

D. Replace RDS wit Amazon DynamoDB to implement control over the number of writes per second. 

Correct Answer: C 

Refer AWS documentation - Lambda Best Practices 

Take advantage of Execution Context reuse to improve the performance of your function. Make sure any externalized
configuration or dependencies that your code retrieves are stored and referenced locally after initial execution. Limit the
reinitialization of variables/objects on every invocation. Instead use static initialization/constructor, global/static variables
and singletons. Keep alive and reuse connections (HTTP, database, etc.) that were established during a previous
invocation. 

 

QUESTION 2

A Developer must allow guest users without logins to access an Amazon Cognito-enabled site to view files stored within
an Amazon S3 bucket. How should the Developer meet these requirements? 

A. Create a blank user ID in a user pool, add to the user group, and grant access to AWS resources. 

B. Create a new identity pool, enable access to authenticated identities, and grant access to AWS resources. 

C. Create a new user pool, enable access to authenticated identifies, and grant access to AWS resources. 

D. Create a new user pool, disable authentication access, and grant access to AWS resources. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer wants to use React to build a web and mobile application. The application will be hosted on AWS. The
application must authenticate users and then allow users to store and retrieve files that they own. The developer wants
to use Facebook for authentication. 

Which CLI will MOST accelerate the development and deployment of this application on AWS? 

A. AWS CLI 

B. AWS Amplify CLI 

C. AWS Serverless Application Model (AWS SAM) CLI 

D. Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) CLI 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A company hosts a monolithic application on Amazon EC2 instances. The company starts converting some features of
the application to a serverless architecture by using Amazon API Gateway and AWS Lambda. After the migration,
some 

users report problems with payment processing. 

Upon inspection, a developer discovers that the Lambda function that calls the external payment API is taking longer
than expected. Therefore, the API Gateway requests are timing out. 

What should the developer do to resolve this issue in the serverless architecture? 

A. Use the EC2 instances to make the API calls to the payment API. 

B. Use Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) with API Gateway and the Lambda function to asynchronously
call the payment API. 

C. Increase the API Gateway timeout duration to match the payment API time. 

D. Increase the Lambda function\\'s memory to increase the network bandwidth and increase the speed of the payment
API calls. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is building an application that reads 90 Items of data each second from an Amazon DynamoDB table. Each
item Is 3 KB m size. The table is configured to use eventually consistent reads How many read capacity units should the
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developer provision for the table? 

A. 25 

B. 35 

C. 45 

D. 85 

Correct Answer: C 
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